
RISK FACTOR PROFILES EXPLAINED 

Percentage change IN 
compliance shows the 
direc�on the risk factor is 
moving when looking at 
the last two fiscal years.   

For example, if the risk 
factor increased by 100% 
then they doubled their 
percentage from the year 
before. 

Insufficient Data—indicates there was not enough data to make a predic�on on how the risk factor is pro-
gressing.  In short, there was no data for either this fiscal year or last fiscal year. The check mark indicates the 
IN compliance percentage was at 100% for both this fiscal year and last fiscal year. No change indicates the 
IN compliance percentage didn’t change from one year to the next and the establishment is holding steady. 

FULL RISK FACTOR PROFILE 

There are 5 CDC risk     
factors.  The bar graph 
compares an        
establishment to all Tulsa 
county restaurants. The 
IN compliance        
percentage for each risk 
factor for the        
establishment is in      
various colors according 
to priority and in gray are 
the risk factors for all of 
Tulsa county restaurants.  

The lower the IN        
compliance percentage 
the greater the risk. 

There are two types of risk factor profiles a full profile or a profile with no viola�on history.  A full profile is 
created when there are two or more fiscal years’ worth of data.  A profile with no viola�on history is created 
when there is only one fiscal year’s worth of data.  The main difference is whether there is enough data to 
compare fiscal years.  



FULL RISK FACTOR PROFILE CONTINUED 

Overall viola�on comments are gathered from all past inspec�ons and are primarily comments from 
viola�ons 1-35 but not exclusively. 

The inspec�on summary 
gives an overview of all 
inspec�ons including 
number of warnings,    
follow up no�ces and 
OUT of compliance       
viola�ons.  

Total risk factor        
viola�ons observed out 
of compliance pie chart is 
a break down of which 
risk factors are an issue 
and to what degree of 
the total. 

Viola�on frequency is the 
number of inspec�ons a    
par�cular viola�on is out 
of compliance.  For      
example, date marking 
issues correspond to    
viola�on 22. For this    
profile, 6 out of 8        
inspec�ons had date 
marking issues or        
viola�on 22 was marked 
OUT.    



The bar graph is the 
same for a full profile as a 
profile with no viola�on 
history. 

Since there is not enough 
data to make a        
determina�on on how 
the risk factors are    
moving either increasing 
or decreasing.  The       
second half of the first 
page highlights the      
specific  viola�ons and 
comments for a        
corresponding risk factor 
that is of special concern 
or priority. 

In this example, there 
were four risk factors in 
the red or less than 70% 
IN compliance and   
therefore highlighted. 

The second page of the profile with no viola�on history is iden�cal to a full profile.  The only slight difference 
is the overall viola�on comments will not include the comments already highlighted on the first page and will 
contain more comments from viola�ons 36-58. 

RISK FACTOR PROFILE—NO VIOLATION HISTORY 


